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In 1995, the Florida Supreme Court reviewed the delinquency adjudication of a juvenile who 

was alleged to have had sex, at the age of 16, with another 16-year-old.
1
 He was prosecuted and 

adjudicated delinquent under a statute criminalizing “unlawful carnal intercourse with any 

unmarried person, of previous chaste character, who at the time of such intercourse is under the 

age of 18 years . . . .”
2
 The court determined that “the purpose of [the statute] is ‘to protect 

minors from sex acts imposed by adults.’”
3
 In B.B., though, the court noted that the statute “is 

not being utilized as a shield to protect a minor, but rather, it is being used as a weapon to 

adjudicate a minor delinquent,” in violation of Florida’s constitutional right to privacy.
4
 

After B.B., other states joined Florida in condemning delinquency prosecutions of juveniles 

who are members of the classes of children that the statutes under which they are charged were 

intended to protect.
5
 The formal legal grounds have varied: whereas B.B. relied on the state 

constitution’s right to privacy, other courts have based their decisions on legislative intent,
6
 

selective prosecution,
7
 express statutory language,

8
 due process (impermissible vagueness),

9
 and 

equal protection.
10

 

However, not all decisions in such cases have been favorable for protected-class-member 

defendants.
11

 Decisions rejecting protected-class defenses have given both factual and policy 

rationales. One influential consideration has been the participants’ ages; whereas defendants in 

cases accepting protected-class defenses have generally been only a few years older than the 

other participants in the acts, if at all,
12

 those defenses have been received less favorably in cases 
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involving greater age differences and younger alleged victims.
13

 The other common rationale for 

rejecting protected-class arguments has been the policy objective of protecting child victims 

from sexual acts, regardless of the age of the actor.
14

 As one court stated, “It is contrary to the 

law’s intent, and to common sense, to establish a policy that withdraws the law’s protection from 

the victim in order to protect the violator, even one who is a minor.”
15

 

In those states whose courts have recognized protected-class defenses, those decisions remain 

a powerful tool for defenders representing juveniles prosecuted for an act only because the other 

participant belongs to a protected age classification to which the accused juvenile also belongs. 

And many other states’ appellate courts have yet to rule on such arguments, meaning that 

defenders in those states should be aware of favorable out-of-state authorities and argue for the 

same outcome in their own jurisdictions, particularly in cases where the participants are close in 

age. Undoubtedly, though, there will be states in which courts will not accept protected-class 

arguments as a defense at the adjudicatory stage—not only where the issue has already been 

decided, but also where it is a question of first impression. In those jurisdictions, defenders 

should take protected-class defenses to a second level: to contest the appropriateness of 

registration and notification by arguing that even if an act is a delinquent offense, it is not 

properly included as a “sex offense” under SORNA. 

SORNA’s onerous and invasive consequences for juveniles have gotten a chilly reception 

from not only defenders, but also many judges and politicians. A court that is unwilling to acquit 

a protected-class member under the statute establishing the class may nevertheless be receptive 

to the argument that an adjudication under that statute should not subject the juvenile to 

SORNA’s harsh effects—i.e., that the list of qualifying sex offenses in SORNA did not intend to, 

or should not, encompass that act. According to the text of SORNA, the legislation was enacted 

“to protect the public from sex offenders and offenders against children, and in response to . . . 

vicious attacks by violent predators . . . .”
16

 No bleeding heart is needed to see injustice in 

subjecting a juvenile to the requirements of SORNA, enacted in part to protect children, because 

of an offense involving a classification created to protect children in the juvenile’s position. 

It is one thing to hold that it is lawful for a 14-year-old to “commit any lewd or lascivious act 

upon” an 8-year-old because both children, being under 16, are members of the protected class;
17

 

many courts would balk at taking such a step. But it is quite another thing to hold that the 14-

year-old should not—for an act illegal only because the other participant, like the accused, 

belongs to a protected age classification—have his name, address, and offense details distributed 

throughout his community and published online, possibly for the rest of his life. There are certain 

to be courts that would hold that age-based statutory classifications protect children from that, 

even if they will not hold that those classifications protect them from prosecution altogether. 
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